
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
ZTechnik's Popular VStream+® Windscreens Now Available for the 2019 BMW R1250R 
 
Maywood, IL – The successor to the popular R1200R is here and ZTechnik is ready with three new VStream+® 
Windscreens to give this naked roadster some serious touring performance. The windscreens are made in three 
different sizes and tints to satisfy almost any rider's needs. All will offer improved wind protection and riding comfort 
compared to other aftermarket windscreens. 

 VStream gets its name from its unique patented shape. The advanced “V” profile and dimensional contours push the 
wind vortex out and away from the rider's helmet, resulting in a peaceful, quieter riding environment. The “+” means 
these windscreens include a custom mounting bracket specifically designed and engineered for this model bike. 

These windscreens are made from tough 4.5mm Quantum® hardcoated polycarbonate. This high quality material, 
along with state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques, provides outstanding clarity, impact strength and scratch 
resistance unmatched by any windscreen maker worldwide. 

Quantum hardcoated polycarbonate is the material of choice for serious motorcycle riders. It is 10X more abrasion 
resistant than FMR hardcoated polycarbonate, and 30X more than windscreens made from commonly used acrylic or 
“aircraft plastic”. 

VStream Windscreens are easy to install and are protected by a 3-Year Warranty against breakage! 

Z2356 VStream® Sport Windscreen; Dark Tint; H: 15.75"  Retail $359.95 
Z2378 VStream® Sport-Tour Windscreen; Light Tint; H: 20.50"  Retail $389.95 
Z2379 VStream® Touring Windscreen; Clear; H: 23.88"  Retail $389.95 

ZTechnik products are made in the U.S.A. 

 
 
About ZTechnik: 
 
ZTechnik® is a brand created by National Cycle, Inc. that specializes in high quality motorcycle accessories designed 
exclusively for BMW Motorcycles. The name itself is from the German "Zubehör Technik," which translates to "technical 
accessories" in English. The ZTechnik philosophy is to closely follow design principles established by the original 
equipment designers, produce only the highest quality parts possible, and enhance the rider's total experience. 
 
 
Contact: 
 
ZTechnik by National Cycle Inc. 
Media@nationalcycle.com 
866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465) 
www.ztechnik.com 
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